
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Stamp car image (Cheerful Critters) onto top portion of 4.5” x 3.75” watercolor paper and stamp sentiment (Cheerful Critters) 

below the car image. Color with the crayons (as per photo) and set aside. 

Create a top fold card base of 5.75” x 5.75” using neon pink cardstock. Layer a 5.6” x 5.6” yellow polkadot pattern paper 

(distress edges), followed by a 5.4” x 5.4” blue pattern paper (distress edges). 

Add a 3” x 5.15” yellow pattern paper (distress edges) onto the right side of the card, followed by a 2.25” x 1” orange pattern 

paper (distress edges) towards the bottom left of the card. Paste a 1” x 1” yellow polkadot pattern paper (distress edges) 

overlapping the orange pattern paper. 

Add 2 doilies onto the top left and bottom right of the card. Layer a piece of gauge diagonally (bottom left to top right) onto 

the card. 

Cut a tab (Tab & Toggles) using green polkadot pattern paper and wrap around the top left of a 4” x 4.75” green pattern 

paper (distress edges). Add this onto the card, slightly towards the left. 

Cut 2 borders (Cut Out Borders) using pink and yellow papers and create fishtails on the ends. Add them to the top left of the 

card, diagonally over the green pattern papers. 

Paste the image onto the card and add 3 buttons (each) over the top right and bottom left of the card. Cut 2 bows (Whirl 

Wreaths) using pink and aqua cardstock and add them over the top left and bottom right of the image. 

Run stickles along the edges and other parts of the image. Finish with Nuvo dots onto the bows and other parts of the card. 

 

 

 

Designer Name: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-426 Cheerful Critters, 51-353 Cut Out 

Borders, 51-051 Tab & Toogles, 51-151 Whirl Wreath 

Additional Products: Neon pink cardstock, pink cardstock, aqua 

cardstock, watercolor paper, My Mind’s Eye yellow polkadot pattern paper, 

Doodlebug Spring Thing pattern papers, Doodlebug green mini doilies, Caran 

D’ache watercolor crayons (Salmon pink, Pink, Jade Green, Napples Yellow, 

Orange, Spring Green, Moss Green, Steel Grey, Black, Yellow, Golden Yellow), 

Nuvo (Gloss White), Tim Holtz distresser tool, Versafine inkpad (Onyx Black), 

pastel colored buttons, gauze, Star Dust Stickles, Tombow glue.  

 

 

 

 

 


